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INTRODUCTION 
0YSTEIN ORE [l] has shown that the group of automorphisms of the 
lattice of all closure operators definable over the lattice of subsets of a 
set S is isomorphic to the group of permutations of S. 
PH. DwiNGER has studied the group of automorphisms of the lattice 
of all closure operators definable over a complete lattice L, but the 
assertion in [2] of the existence of an isomorphism between that group 
and the group of automorphisms of L, is false, as we shall see. 
In this note we introduce the notion of quasi-automorphism of a lattice, 
to show that the set of quasi-automorphisms of a complete lattice L 
gives a group isomorphic to the group of automorphisms of the lattice 
of all closure operators of L. Also we analyse some special cases, in 
which the theorem enunciated by PH. DWINGER holds. 
The theorem stated by ORE is a consequence of a result obtained in 
this note for complete Boolean algebras. 
§ l. PRELIMINARY NOTIONS 
By a closure operator of a complete lattice L, we mean an operator 
cp of L, satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) x < cp(x), for every x E L; 
(ii) If x.;;;y, then cp(x).;;;cp(y); 
(iii) cp(cp(x)) = cp(x), for every x E L. 
The element cp(x) is called the closure of x under cp. 
The elements x E L such that cp(x) = x are said to be closed under cp. 
It is well known that the set F"' of all elements of the complete lattice L, 
which are closed under cp, is a complete lattice relatively to the partial 
order induced in F"' by the partial order of L, that the last element u 
·of L is closed under cp, and that the closure cp(x) is the infimum of the 
set of the elements which are closed under cp and follow x. 
Let us recall that the set W(L) of all closure operators definable over 
the complete lattice L, is a complete lattice, relatively to the following 
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partial order: q; <'If in ifJ(L), if and only if q;(x) < 7p(x) in L, for every x E L; 
that the infimum 1\ lfi of any non-void family {q;Jiei of closure operators 
iel 
of L is the closure operator defined by ( 1\ tpi)(x) = 1\ tpi(x), for every 
iEl iEl 
x E L; that the first element of ifJ(L) is the identity operator and the 
last element of ifJ(L) is the closure operator w defined by w(x) = u, for 
every x E L. 
A lattice is said to be dual atomistic, if every element is the infimum 
of the dual atoms following him, a dual a·bom being an element covered 
by the last element of the lattice. It is easy to see that the lattice ifJ(L) 
is dual atomistic. Indeed, let a be any element of L, such that a=/=u 1). 
Then the two-valued closure operator tpa defined by 
\ tpa(x) =a, if x~a 
( tpa(x)=u, if x=(a, 
is clearly a closure operator of L- tpa is just the supremum of all closure 
operators under which a is closed. One sees that tpa is a dual atom of 
ifJ(L ), for every a E L, such that a =1= u, and that if q; is a dual atom of 
ifJ(L), then there are only two elements of L closed under q;-the element 
u and another element a- and, therefore, q; is of the form tpa, where 
a=/=u. Finally, if "P is any closure operator of L, such that 7p=/=W, one 
has "P < lfx, for every x E F"', hence "P < 1\ lfre· On the other hand, if a 
reEF'!' 
is closed under 7p, then lfa E {q;x}xe.F , and consequently a is closed under 
• 'P -
1\tp"', x E F"', i.e., 1\ lfre<"P· From this, it follows 7p= 1\ tp,= 1\ tp"'(y), 
reeF'!' reeF'!' YEL 
proving that ifJ(L) is a dual atomistic lattice. 
Let tpa and tpb be dual atoms of ifJ(L) and let us consider tpa A lfb· The 
elements of L, closed under tpa A tpb, are u, a, b and a A b. If a and b are 
incomparable, the elements u, a, b and a A b are distinct, and one sees 
that there is only one two-valued closed operator following tpa A tpb and 
different from tpa and tpb: tpa A tpb < tpa!lb; F 'Pa/lb = {u, a A b }. 
In this case, there are two other closure operators following tpa A lfb· 
They are the (non-two-valued) closure operators "P and 8, such that 
F"' = {u, a, a A b} and F 0 = {u, b, a A b }. The sublattice generated by 
tpa, tpb and tpaflb='lf v () is the semi-modular non-modular lattice with 
seven elements. 
If a and b are comparable, say a< b, one has Frpaii'Pb = {u, a, b }, and 
one sees that the two-valued closure operators following tpa A tpb are 
just tpa and lfb· In this case, the sublattice generated by tpa( =tpa11 b) and tpb 
is the Boolean algebra with four elements. 
In short, if tpa and tpb are two dual atoms of ifJ(L), then there is at 
most a third dual atom tpc such that tpa A tpb < tpc and c =a A b. 
1) It is understood, in this paper, that L contains at least two elements. 
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§ 2. A SPECIAL TYPE OF AUTOMORPHISMS 01!' tP(L) 1) 
In this section, we shall consider a special type of automorphisms of 
tP(L), obtained from the automorphisms of L. 
Let f be an automorphism of the complete lattice L, and q; be a closure 
operator of L. 
It is easy to see that fq;f-1 is a closure operator of L. 
The operator nt, defined by 'lT:f({! = fq;f-1 is a one-one mapping from 
tP(L) onto tP(L). In fact, if one has ntq;=nt'l/), for q;, 1p E tP(L), then 
q;f-1(x) = t-1fq;f-1(x) = t-1f7pf-1(x) = 7pf-1(x), 
for every x E L. But, since f is an automorphism of L, X= f(y) for some 
y and, when x runs over L, y runs over L, hence q;(y) = 7p(y), for every 
y E L, i.e., q;=7p. Also, if fJ E tP(L), then there is q; such that q; E tP(L) and 
1rt((!= fJ, hence q; = f-1fJf. 
To show that n1 is an automorphism of tP(L), it is sufficient to prove 
that n1 preserves the infimum for any two elements of tP(L). For every 
X EL, 
nt(({! "1p)(x) = f(q; "7p)f-1(x) = f(q;f-1(x) "7pfx-1(x)) = 
= fq;f-1(x) "f7pf-1(x) =ntq;(x) "nt7p(X) = (nt({! "nt7p)(x), 
hence 
Now, let us consider the mapping f-+ nf, from the group of auto-
morphisms of L into the group of automorphisms of tP(L). 
If f -+ nt and g -+ ng, then 
ntu({! = fgq;(fg)-1 = fgq;g-1/-1 = fnuq;f-1 = ntnu({! 
for every closure operator q; of L, i.e., fg-+ ntu=ntnu. 
Furthermore, if /=l=g, then nt=l=ng. 
Indeed, let us suppose that nt= ng. This means that q; = f-1gq;g-1f for 
every q; E tP(L). Hence ((Ja=(f-1g)q;a(f-1g)-1 for every a=/=u. 
Then ({!a(f-1g)(a) = (f-1g)q;a(a) = f-1g(a) and this means that f-1g(a) is 
closed under ({!a· Hence either f-1g( a) = u or f-1g( a) =a. 
However, it is impossible to have f-1g(a)=u,, since a=/=u, so that 
j-1g(a) =a, for every a E L, and this means that f-1g is the identity 
operator, i.e., f=g. 
Thus, we have shown that there is a one-one correspondence between 
the set of all automorphisms of L and a subset of the set of all auto-
morphisms of tP(L) (namely, the subset constituted by the automorphisms 
of the form n1), and that such a correspondence preserves the products. 
In short, the following holds : 
Theorem I. The group of automorphisms of a complete lattice L is 
- 1) This type of automorphisms has been considered by DwiNGER [2]. 
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isomorphic to a subgroup of the group of automorphisms of the lattice of 
all closure operators of L. 
The assertion in [2] of the existence of an isomorphism between the 
group of automorphisms of L and the group of automorphisms of <P(L) 
is not true, as the following example shows: let L be the finite chain 
a< b < c; it is clear that, in this case, L has only one automorphism- the 
identity automorphism-, although the lattice <P(L ), which is a Boolean 
algebra with four elements, has two automorphisms -the identity auto-
morphism and the automorphism which permutes the two atoms of <P(L) 
and leaves everything else invariant 1). 
§ 3. QUASI-AUTOMORPHISMS 
We have seen that, iff is an automorphism of the complete lattice L, 
then the rna pping 'lrf defined by 
(3.1) 
is an automorphism of<P(L), but, in general, <P(L) has other automorphisms 
which are not of the form (3.1). 
The automorphism :nt associates, with the two-valued closure operator 
cpa, (a#u), another two-valued closure operator cpa', (a'#u): :llfCfJa= 
=frpaf-1 =rpa'· One has frpaf-1(a)=rpa'(a). If j-1(a)<,a, then frpaf-1(a)=f(a), 
and, since f(a)#u, we conclude that rpa'(a)=a', hence a'=f(a) and a<,a'. 
If j-1(a) :{a, then frpaf-1(a)=f(u)=u, consequently, rpa'(a)=u and a:{ a'. 
Now, let :n be any automorphism of <P(Lj. It is clear that :n(w)=w 
and :nrpa=rpa' for a#u and some a'. It is, then, natural to consider the 
mapping h defined by 
h(u)=u; and h(a)=a', if a#u. 
If x( #u) is any element of L, it is easy to see that there is some x' E L, 
such that x=h(x'). Indeed, x' is defined by :n-1rpx=rpx'· Moreover, if 
u #a# b # u, then one has obviously cpa# f{Jb, :nrpa # :Tlf[Jb, f{Jh(a) # f{Jh(b), hence, 
u#h(a)#h(b)#u. 
In short, h is a permutation of L. 
Lemma I. Let :n be an automorphism of <P(L), and h be the permutation 
of the complete lattice L, defined by 
:nrpa=f[Jh(a), if a#u, and h(u) =U. 
1 ) Let us observe that, if a is an element of the complete lattice L, comparable 
with every element of L, and if all chains containing a are finite, then a is invariant 
under all the automorphisms of L. In fact, if f is an automorphism of L and, v.g., 
a< f(a), one would have 
... < j-n(a) < ... < j-2(a) < j-l(a) < a < f(a) < f2(a) < ... < jn(a) < ... , 
which is impossible. The only automorphism of a finite chain is therefore the identity 
automorphism. 
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Then, if a and b are incomparable elements of L, one has 
(3.2) h(a 11 b)=h(a) 11 h(b) and h-1(a 11 b)=h-1(a) 11 h-1(b). 
Proof. If a and b are incomparable, one has rpa 11 f{Jb < f{Ja!lb, a 11 b <a 
and a 11 b <b. Since n is an automorphism of t/J(L ), nrpa 11 nrpb < nrpaAb; 
consequently, 
f{Jh(a) II f{Jh(b) < f{Jh(aAb), 
with h(a 11 b)i=h(a) and h(a 11 b)i=h(b). 
Thus, in the present case, there exists in tP(L) a third dual atom 
following f{Jh(a) 11 f{Jh(b)· But we know that there exists at the most one 
such dual atom rpc, and that c=h(a) 11 h(b). Hence 
h(a 11 b) =h(a) 11 h(b). 
From the definition of h it follows 
77:f[Jh-'(a) = f{Jhh-'(a) = f{Ja; 
hence 
consequently, 
that is to say, 
f{Jh-'(a) II f{Jh-'(b) < f{Jh-'(a!lb) 
and, since h-1(a 11 b)o~=h-1(a) and h-1(a 11 b)o~=h-1(b), one has finally 
h-1(a 11 b)=h-1(a) 11 h-1(b). 
From lemma 1 it follows immediately that the elements h(a) and h(b) 
are comparable, if and only if a and b are comparable. 
Lemma 2. If {xihEI is a non-void family of elements of L, one has 
h( 1\ Xi)= 1\ h(xi) and h -1( 1\ Xi)= 1\ h-1(xi) 
iEI iE11 iEI iE111 
where I' and I" are non-void subsets of I. 
Proof. Indeed, since 1\ f{Jx;<rp "x; and n is an automorphism of t/J(L), 
iei iEI 
one has 
n( 1\ f{Jx;) = 1\ nrpxi = 1\ f{Jh(x;) < nrp A Xi= f{Jh( A Xi), 
;.ei iEI iEI iel iel 
and this means that h( 1\ Xi) is closed under 1\ f{Jh(xi)· Hence h( 1\ Xi)= 
iel iei iel 
= 1\ h(xi) and analogously for h-1. 
iEI' h;I 
We know that the automorphisms of a complete lattice possess the 
properties ennunciated in lemmas 1-2. On the other hand, the relations 
(3.2) follow from lemma 2. 
It seems, then, natural to formulate the following 
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Definition. A permutation h of a complete lattice L is said to be a 
quasi-automorphism of L, if and only if the following conditions hold: 
(i) h( 1\ Xi)= 1\ h(xi) and h -l( 1\ Xi)= 1\ h - 1(xi) 
ie;I iel' iel iel" 
where {xi}iei is any non-void family of elements of Land I' and I" are some 
non-void subsets of I; 
(ii) h(u)=u. 
The set Q of the quasi-automorphisms of L is clearly a subgroup of 
the group of the permutations of L. 
§ 4. THE GROUP OF AUTOMORPHISMS OF W(L) 
Let n and n1 be automorphisms of W(L), and h and h1 be the quasi-
automorphisms of L, such that nrpa=f{Jh(a) and nlrpa='{!h!(a)· Then 
7CI7C'f!a = 7ll'f!h(a) = 'Phrh(a)· Moreover, if n ~ n1, there is some rpa such that 
nrpa = fj)a' and mrpa ='{!a"~ f{Ja', hence h ~ h1. 
Thus, the group A of automorphisms of W(L) is isomorphic to a sub-
group of the group Q of quasi-automorphisms of L. 
We can prove that A is isomorphic to Q. 
Indeed, let h be a quasi-automorphism of the complete lattice L and 
let us define the mapping n, from W(L) into W(L), by the conditions: 
(i) nrpa = '{!h(a) 
then n1p = n( 1\ 'P"'rrel) =: 
(ii) 
~ If '1/) = 1\ '{!!p(X)' 
? reEL xEL -· 
Let us see that, if 1p = 1\ f{J"'rxl = 1\ 'Pv with Y C F"', then 
xEL YEY 
(4.1) 1\ 'Ph!p(X) = 1\ 'f!h(y) • 
xEL YEY 
Lets us denote by z any element closed under 1\ 'Ph"'r"'l' that is 
xeL 
(4.2) 
We shall prove that z is closed under 1\ '{!h(y)· One has 
YEY 
( 1\ '{!h(y)) (z) = 1\ '{!h(y)(z); 
YEY YEY 
but, from ( 4.2), it follows that there is some x0 E L such that h1p(xo) = z. 
Indeed, one has z = 1\ h1p(x), and, since h is a permutation of L, 
XEL'i:;;;L 
there is t E L such that z = h(t). From h(t) = 1\ h1p(x), it follows 
XEL 1 i:;;;L 
t=h-lh(t)=h-l( 1\ h1p(x))= 1\ h-lh1p(X)= 1\ 1p(x). 
xeL' xeL"r;;;,L' reeL" 
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Consequently, t is closed under 'I{J; hence t=VJ(Xo), for some xo E L, that 
is, z=hVJ(Xo). 
Now, if VJ(Xo) E Y, it is immediate that z is closed under 1\ ff!h(y); if 
yeY 
VJ(Xo) ¢= Y, then VJ(Xo) is the infimum of some subset Yo of Y: 1p(xo) = 1\ Yo. 
Hence z=hVJ(Xo)=h(/\Yo)= 1\ h(yi) for some Y1C Yo. 
YiEY1 
Since z<,h(yt), one has ff!h(y;)(Z)=h(yt), hence 
( 1\ ff!h(y;))(z) = 1\ ff!h(y;)(Z) = 1\ h(yi) =Z. 
YiEYt YiEYt YiEYt 
From this it follows that z is closed under 1\ ff!h(y); consequently, 
yeY 
1\ ff!h(vl < 1\ ff!h!p(x)· Since the other inclusion is obviously true, we 
!lEY XEL 
conclude that ( 4.1) holds. 
We prove now that the mapping n is onto and preserves the relation <. 
Let a be any closure operator of Land let us set r= 1\ ff!h-1 (x); since 
XE Fa 
nr= 1\ Ttff!h-1(x)= 1\ ff!hh-1(x)=a, 
xEPa xeFa 
we see that n is a permutation of (/J(L); now let us suppose that 1p < (); 
since 
one has nVJ<,n8. Analogously one sees that n-1 preserves the relation <. 
This means that n is an automorphism of (/>(£). 
In short, the following holds: 
Theorem 2. The group of automorphisms of the lattice of all closure 
operators of a complete lattice L is isomorphic to the group of quasi-
automorphisms of L. 
§ 5. SOME SPECIAL CASES 
If L is a finite chain, then the quasi-automorphisms of L are the 
permutations of L under which the last element u is invariant; conse-
quently, the following holds: 
Corollary 1. If Lis a finite chain, the group of automorphisms of (/J(L) 
is isomorphic to the group of all permutations of L, under which the last 
element is invariant. 
Let L be a complete lattice having the following property: 
( 5.1) If x, y E L and x < y < u, then there exists an element t E L, such 
that x=y "t and t=J=x. 
Then, since y and t are incomparable, if h is a quasi-automorphism 
of L, h(x) =h(y) "h(t), i.e., h(x) <,h(y). But h(x) =J=h(y); consequently, his 
-an- automorphism of L. We have then 
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Corollary 2. If L is a complete lattice satisfying (5.1), the group of 
automorphisms of W(L) is isomorphic to the group of automorphisms of L. 
Finally, we have the following result, which contains, as a particular 
case, a theorem stated by ORE [1]: 
Corollary 3. If L is a complete Boolean algebra, then the group of 
automorphisms of W(L) is isomorphic to the group of automorphisms of L. 
Indeed, L satisfies (5.1), as we see by setting t=x v y', where y' is 
the complement of y. 
Let us observe that condition (5.1) is not necessary to the existence 
of an isomorphism between the group of automorphisms of L and the 
group of automorphisms of W(L). We have not been able to find a 
necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of such an isomorphism. 
However, we have found the following condition, which is sufficient 
and improves ( 5.1) : 
(5.2) if x, y E L and x<y<u, then there are in L finite sequences of 
elements y1, y2, ... , Yn=X and t1, t2, ... , tn, such that y1=Y 11 tr, 
Y2=Y111 t2, ... , Yn=Yn-lll tn where Yi#-ti, for i= 1, 2, ... , n. 
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